
The £5 Orange 
The display covers the lffe of the Great Britain Five Pound Orange. It includes die proofs, colour trials, 
specimens. issued stamps, theIR Officials. ~s interaction with UnifiCation and the varieties that developed as the 
plate suffered progressive deterioration. These varieties have received little attention in the past Those shown 
result from extensive personal research conducted over several years. 

The £5 Orange was Introduced in 1877 as a Telegraphs stamp for payment of bulk telegrams and those of 
individual high cost. In October 1881, all Telegraphs stamps were withdrawn and postage stamps used instead. 
The Telegraphs plate was adapted for the £5 Postage In 1882. Basically, the word TELEGRAPHS was replaced 
by POSTAGE. 

Although nominally a postage stamp, there was no postal necessity for it. It was created to avoid the anomaly of 
leaving the £5 as the only remaining Telegraphs value. As a postage stamp, it was notlim~ed to telegraphic use 
and available for other purposes such as internal accounting for payments received for bulk maiL Genuine postal 
use is scarce. 

Apart from a change from blued Ia white paper, there were no major developments until preparations for the King 
Edward VII equivalent in 1902. Being an iconic stamp, lt has been the large! of many forgers. Examples of their 
efforts are shown. 

Outline: 
The £5 Telegraphs - introduction and die proofs ............................ Pages 1 to 10 
-plate consideralions and colour trials ........................................... Pages 11 to 24 
- specimens and i ssued stamps ..................................................... Pages 25 to 32 
The £5 Postage stamp and its specimen overprinls ...... Pages 33 to 41 
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The £5 IR OffiCials ........................................................ .. .... Pages 63 to 64 
Unifi~tion ..... . Pages 65 to 71 
Forgeries............................. .......................................... ... Pages 72 to 78 
The £5 King Edward VII ....................................................... ... Pages 79 to 80 

At the author's instigation, two of the plate varieties 
shown are now included in the Stanley Gibbons 
Queen Victoria Specialised Catalogue, the 
Illustrations in which are from examples In this 
display. 

All known essays for the £5 Telegraphs are In 
institution collections. The fourth essay, the closest to 
the issued stamp, is in the Royal Philatelic Collection 
and is reproduced here with the gracious permission 
of Her Majesty The Queen Ia whom copyright 
belongs. 
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The Need for a £5 Value 

The Postmaster General was informed on 10"' March 1876 of a 
telegram that had cost £32.2s.Od. It required 130 stamps (128•5s and 
2•1s). That number would not fit on the form and was equivalent in 
area to 6~ panes of 20 of the 5s. This prompted action and within two 
weeks, the Postmaster General approved preparation of a £5 stamp. 

The block of eight 5s Telegraphs stamps above has been 
digitally replicated and reduced to illustrate the space 
taken by a blod< of 20 (£5 in 5s stamps) relative to a £5 
stamp shown digitally added to the block. The blod< 
would occupy most of the space on a standard telegram 
form 141x212mm. In contrast. a single £5 stamp takes 
one tenth of the area and the payment for even a £30 
telegram would fit with ease .. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

Based on me essay illu5ttated on Page 1, a die was p<epare<t by De 
La Rue. The example below os one or a - ol die proofs dated 
between the a" and 11"' November 1878. I'J those at full-size are in 
black on whrte card 92•60nvn The corMr squares are blank. 

11 ov 16, 1876. 

Stanley Gibbons list 10 different proofs as tabulated below. 

Date lnS<;ricmoo Notes 
8 Nov. 78. Dao1< backQIOUI'Id around head 
8 Nov. 76. Etodorsed 'Postaae' in oenc:it 
9Nov. 78. 

10Nov. 78. 
14 Nov, 76. 
15 Nov, 76. 
16 Nov, 76. 
17 Nov, 76. 
17 Nov 76. BEFORE HARDENING 
undated Basic Die Proor 

Between 1 and 8 copies or eacl> are recorded. 

Pages 4 - 9 show examples or eec11 type and explain the differences 
between ttoem. The first entry With !he dao1< background is not included 
as the only recorded OOPY is held by !he British Lllxary. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

The die was refined over several days to produce the final 
state from which the printing ptate could be derived. 

Nov 31 !876, 

November 8"', endorsed 'Postage' In pencil 

The annotation was probably added to an existing proof of 
that date when the £5 Postage was being considered. 

The only example recorded 

Nov 9, l$7G, 

November 9th 

This is similar to the a"' but without dark areas at the intersections 
of the circular frame with the horizontal frames. It has a scratch 
through the ear to the back of the hair. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

The November 9 .. p<ool on lhe P<eY10US page has small jewels wheteas the 
November tO .. prool below has large Jewels The hNd has been replaced 
The saatch aao&s the ear is the li<ety reason 

November to"' 

l'fov 10, 1876, 

Novemb<lr tO"' 

November 10"' 

Nov 14, 1876, 

November14• 
The hp IS made more poutecl by reclucing 
the darlt tnangle under the l1p. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

Uniqueness of Proofs 

Eight examples are recorded dated November 15"'. Each 
can be distinguished by the position of the dates relative to 
the stamp image as shown for two examples below. A 
vertical line from the comer of the stamp design intersects 
the '5' In the upper proof and the 'o' of 'Nov' in the other. 
Several copies of this date were needed as they are 
bel ieved to have been circulated for review. 

Nov 15, 1876. 

~ 1 1S, 187G. 

No; 15, 1876, 

These proofs tend to 
have a aazed surface. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

Two States of November 16"' 

II is generally assumed that if proofs have the same date, 
then they are duplicates. This is not always the case. 

The lower line in the fronlal cross of the diadem slopes 
downwards but is nearer 10 horizontal in the later state. The 
first of the lower row of pea~s is joined to the baci<ground line; 
in lhe later state, this line is removed. While minor. these 
aspe<:ls are crucial in dating the 'undated' proofs. 

1f ov 18, 1876, 

All subsequent proofs are in the later state. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

There are changes in some shading Ones from lhe 16"', 
such as the lightening of ·the band across the hair. 
However. there are no significant differences in design 
between the two November 11"' proofs. 

l'iov 171 1878, 

November 17ttt 

One of two known in private hands 

J!iov 17, 1876. 

November 17"' endorsed 'Before Hardening' 

One of two known in private hands 
Hardening Is a heat process whereby the die is 
transformed from soft steel, In which the engraving 
could still be updated, to a hard permanent state. 
There are no proofs endorsed 'After Hardening'. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

The Undated Full..slze Die Proof 
One of two known in private hands 

The undated full-size proofs were generally thought to be in the final state. 
This Is not the case. They have the sloping line In the frontal cross matching 
the ea')X 16'" November proofs. The also have the cu!Ve<l lip introduced on 
the 14 November proofs. This dates them to between 14" and 16" 
November. The second 'Before Hardening' proof is shown for comparison. 

Nov 10"': flat lip. 

r/ 
~ 
Undated: CUIVe<llip, sloping line. Nov 16"' (late): flatter line. 

riov 17, l87Q. 

There are no full-slz:e proofs dated later 
than the 17"'. Any that may have eldste<l 
endorsed 'After Hardening' have been 
trtmme<l closer to the stamp Image. 
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The Telegraphs Die Proofs 

Final Stallt Die Proofs 

Cut·I04lze sunken proofs from the De La Rue Archives 
Two are known, one with a buff surround. lhe other cream 

The~ cut down proofs are on the fiNIItale The flontal 
cross and line by pearl both match the 11"' November 
proofs The enlargement below 500ws tt matches lhe 
ompnmatUr The band ovw the hair os naw muc:fl whiter 
than tn lhe 16" November proofs 

Although Stanley Gibbons list the piece from the De La Rue 
atnklng books. this cannot be shown. The only oopy is in the 
Langmaad Collection at the Brltlsh Ubrary It Is identical to 
lhe proofs shown above but mounted on thin card and 
enclo<sed 'Nov 2'!" 56 Leads' in black and 'Dec 30. ur in red. 

Making the Plate 

The image from the hardened die was transferred under pressure on tum to 
56 individual tead blocks. These were laid out and clamped fn a matrix 
along with further blocks bearing marginal markings. A thin layer of oopper 
was lhen deposited onto the lead surtaoa by electrolysis. The blank side of 
the oopper was soldered to a base plate lor strength. Once cool, the whole 
mass could be inverted and lhe leads removed to reveal the copper surtece 
bearing the images. This lormed the basis of the printing plate. AI. this 
stage, the plate had blank comer squares The oomer letters and plate 
numbers needed 10 be added. .. 
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Making the Corner Letters 

With line engraved stamps, the comer letters were punched into a 
steel plate. If a letter was too close to the edge, ~.square could 
become distorted - as seen with the 1d red from plate R15 lettered 
01. With the thin soft copper plates used by De La Rue for surface 
printing, punching was not an option. It would have distorted the 
plate and rendered it unusable. A different approach was needed. 

lffl 
~ 

For stamps with coloured comer letters, such as the 1873 3d rose, De La Rue inserted 
circular letter slugs into holes drilled into the die. The 1883 9d die proof below shows the 
edges of three of these holes. Occasionally, traces are visible on the issued stamp as in 
the 1 JoSd lilac lettered Ml above. 

18JUtii:S3 lf'rr:..1 H.:~::::::rm~o 
-

-w~~ ~~ I 
~ 

For stamps with white corner letters on a coloured bad<.ground. like the £5 
Orange, De La Rue engraved the letters directly into the final plate by hand. This 
resulted in letters common to different stamps being different shapes. 

While De La Rue preferred not to tamper with the final pla18$, the diagram below 
shows that wide letters like an 'M' do not fit within a circle contained by the comer 
squares. They could not have been created from slugs in the die, 
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Shamrocks Watermark 

Shamrocks watermark paper was used for the £5 colour trials and the issued £5 
Telegraplns. This was first used for the 1865 Irish Dog Licence stamps. The blod< of 
24, overporinted specimen shown, still has par1 of an archive ledger attached. 

Reverse of the Dog Ucence pieoe (reduced) and lalerally 
inverted shows how the watermartc appears from the front. 
The shamrod<s were spaced for normal definitive-size 
stamps. The £5 Orange was; printed sideways relative to 
this paper as illustrated. Wrth its larger height, the £5 does 
not synchronise and each stamp has either three shamrod<s 
or parts of sbc. 

Colour trials were the next phase- to select the colour for 
the eventual stamps ... 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

Colour Trials In Gold 

Gold was the initial colour of choice lor the £5 value. 
While it would befit such a prestigious stamp, the high 
prinllng cost of 4d - 6d per $tamp ruled out this option_ 
One sheet of 56 (14 rows of 4) was plinled, the lower 
half of which was overprinted Specimen type 8. 

CF without Specimen 

Many tlave defects and no more 
than seven fine copies exist In 
private hands. 

BL Specimen type 8 

The lower half of the sheet was 
folded and all examples from 
column B are -creased near their 
right edge. 

The llJnique Marginal BN 

Specimen type 8 showing the 15"' 
December 1876 date of receipt at 
Somerset House and parts of !he 
TELEGRAPHS inscription and 'Gold' 
endorsement. 

DO without Specimen 

Watermark sideways showing 
parts of six shamrocks with 
stems to the teft. 

AK Specimen type 8 

A scarce uncreased example 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

Conventional Ink Trials 

One shoot of each was printed in six further colours 
on paper wilh Shamrocks watermark sideways. 

Grey-green Slate-blue 

Dull Claret Dull Mauve 

Brown-lilac Pale Ultramarine 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

Grey-green and Brown-lilac £5 Trials 

These are generally oons.istent with those oolours 
in other Telegraphs valu&.s. 

10s Imprimatur £5 Grey-green trial 
Issued 10s 

Overprinted Specimen 

£5 Brown-lilac-AJ 
Unusually steep downward slope of 
the overprint. 

0 TELEGRAPHS 

Brown~ilac AN.SN 
This shows the Duty Marl<. date of receipt at Somerset House 
and inscriptions. The letters MARK can be seen in the 
watermark, The overprint slope is normal. The Duty Marl< was 
appfied before printing to ensure the oorrect paper was selected. 

1S iJt:.G 76 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

3s 1m perf Colour Trial 

Slate-blue £5 Trials-an anomaly 

These are noticeably bereft of blue and 
better described as slate-grey. Although 
the slate-blue shade varies in other values, 
their blue element is much more apparent 

Slate-blue 

m . 

J 

3s plate 1 Imprimatur 
Crown watennarll pa~r 

Slate-blue on spray watermar1< 
paper overprinted Specimen 
type 8. 

Langmead recotds only four in 
private hands. 

10§ Colour Trial in Slate-blue Issued 3s In Slate·blue 

Overprinted Specimen type 8. Showing the blue Duty Mark. 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

The top marginal strip in sla~ue 
8/IC>Mng lhe Curre~t Number '526', the 
TELiiGRAPHS aod FIVE POUNDS 
1nscnpbCM ond the plate number. 

T/16 Current Number was a sequential 
number assigned to eech new plate. 

The shade is consistent wilh the £5 on the 
previous page. It Is possible that these do 
not exist in the we slate-blue shade. 

The edge of the ShamrOCI<s waterrnan1< 
shows just above the sumps. 

The uniqut~~ :slate-blue top margin.et •trip. 
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:>ur Trials 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

Angles of Slope 

The slope of the Speamen 
overprint varies. While still sloping 
upwards, on stamp AA. it is at 30", 
on AB at 45° and on the others at 
15°. It is possibl~ that the clerk 
was checking what appeared best 
before seWing on 15° for the rest of 
the sheet 

The unusual slopes on AA and BA 
in dull mauve are probably unique, 
as is the marginal strip. 

Top Marginal Strip in Dull Mauve 

It shows the current number '526', the 
TELEGRAPHS and FIVE POUNDS 
Inscriptions and the plate number. 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

DH 
Dull mauve 

Shade Varilldons in Dull Mauve 

Although an from the same sheet. lhe 
colours are no longer consistent. The 
lower rows wera probably left in sunlight 
in 1876 and ara now a pale diAl purple. 

8J 
Pale dull purple 

These wide variations In shade account lor lhe 
difficulties in assigning the colours corredly. 
They are lrequenUy lncorredly described in 
dealers' ists and auctJon catalogues 

CG 
Pat« shade 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

Grey-green OG 
A weak area of print 
under t'e top right 

comrr square. 

State·blue OJ 
A hint of weak area. 

The Weak Area Curiosities 

Brown·lilac OF 
A similar weak area, but 

tess pronounced. 

Brown-lilac OM 
A hint of weak area. 

In lsotaion, the weak area might simply be assumed to be a 'rub', However, Ks 
existenoe in that same ptaoe on at least ten trials, all from the right side of the 
sheet, suggests that De La Rue did not apply their usual precision in printing the 
trials. This may have been due to the urgency surrounding them. These faults 
are not evident in the issued stamps. 

Pale Ultramarine OJ 
The entire right side is weakly printed. Ths 

stamp is part of the reoonstruction on page 24. 
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The Telegraphs Colour Trials 

AH 
In a dull shade, Specimen 
lype 8 applied diagonally. 

19~ • 2V.mm 

Pale Ultramarine 

AC-80 
Pale ultramarine in a bright shade, 

Spedmen lype 8 a,pplied diagonally. 

CM 
In a dull shade, Specimen 

Type 11 horizontally . 
.20Yc x 3mm 

The dull shade of AH, along with olher examples seen, indicates 
thai lhe lower half of the sheet was dull and not just the lower 
four rows wilh horizontal overprinl as had previously b~n 
thought. 
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The Pale Ultramarine Colour Trials 

The shade difference and that the lower four rows have horizontal overprinls, had led to l~e 
assumption that there were two sheets. This is not the case, as proven below. While the lower thrEe 
rows have Specimen type 11 horizontally. Stamp OK. although horizontal, is type 8. DL above ft is 
also type 8 but struck diagonally in the same manner as the majority of the sheet. 

That there was only one sh .. t was proven using images of blue trials. the sources of which are: 

OJ, CL and CM are present in this display. 
OK is from the Langmead Collection at the British library. 
CN-ON are from the Royal Philatelic Collection. This pair is reproduced wfth the gracious penmission of Her 
Maje.$ty The Queen to whom copyright belongs. 
DL is from the R.M. Phillips collection (Warwick & Wa!Wick. Sf' Apn1 2006). The image was only available in 
black and while. 

The important observation is the way the images knit together. The edges between CN and CM match exactly and 
clea~y were once joined. Simila~y. CM was once joined to CL. CL to DL. DL to OK and OK to OJ. SignificarUy, there 
are no examples of ove~pping edges between adjacent s.tamps. This confirms that all examples are from just one 
sheet. 

CL 
Type 11 horizontally 

Dull shade 

While CN-ON appear relatively bright, that 
is due to the scanner available. The actual 
stamps are similar to CL and CM. 

It can be seen that CL, CM and OJ. which 
were from the same s.canne·, are identical 
in shade, 
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Confusion with the £5 Probate Court Stamp 

The pale ultramarine was attractive and not used for any other Postage or 
Telegraphs stamp. It became the colour of choice. It had been decided: 

The £5 stamp Is to be SLUE. 

It was about to be submitted to the Postmaster General when an objootion 
was raised. It was too similar to the :£5 Probate Court stamp. 

-f). 

It was the same size, would have the same perforations and had the 
Queen In a circle Ranked by £5 symbols. While the difference is 
obvious here, the same would not be true in the dim yellow gaslight of 
an 1870s post office. Whiter gaslight, using a mantle, was not 
available until the 1880s. 

I 
To avoid confusion with the Probate Court stamp, the I 
decision was ta.ken to print the £5 In orange (referred to as 
vermilion). There were no trials In orange. 
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The Telegraphs Imprimatur and Issued Stamp 

Imprimatur 

The plate was registered on 17'" January 1877 
and the stamp was issued on 1• March. 

Mint 
lmperf, Shamrocks watermark 
sideways inverted. One of only 
8 reoorded in private hands. 

Shamrocks watemnar1< sideways 
Inverted, perf 15~15. One of 
only 8 reoorded In private hands. 

Sheets were of 56: 14 rows of 4 stamps. They were lettered AA·DN using the sequence of other 
Telegraphs stamps where the first letter is the column rather than the row. The lop row is lettered AA, BA. 
CA. OA whereas for all postage stamps at the time. the top raw was fettered AA, AB, AC, AD ... 

tt was thought that the landscape format of the Telegraphs stamps was the justification for the different 
sequence. That is not sound logic. If the sheet is turned so that the s(amps are upright, the top row can 
still be AA. AB ... as shawn by the block of 2Y>d from Ina Lilac and Green series. 

AA 

AB 
AC 
AD 
AE 
AF 
AG 
AH 
AI 
AJ 

AK 
AL 
AM 
AN 

Sheet layout 

BA CA 
BB CB 
BC cc 
BD co 
BE CE 
BF CF 
BG CG 
BH CH 
Bl Cl 
BJ CJ 
BK CK 
BL CL 
BM CM 
BN CN 

OA 
DB 
DC 

DO 
DE 
OF 
DG 
OH 
01 

OJ 
OK 
OL 
OM 
ON 

landscape format postage 
stamps with normal sequence 
AF·AGIBF·BG. 

Although some 84.000 stamps were printed, usage was law. In the 
year to March 1881, it was a mere 1,331 slamps. If usage was 
unHorm throughout its 4~ year life then little more than 6,000 were 
used. There is no reoord of the number destroyed once 
discontinued on 31" October 1881. It was probably In excess of 
75,000. 
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The Telegraphs Specimens 

Specimen Type 9-a Watermark Surprise 

This block and single are watermar1< sideways and not lhe sideways 
inverted of the Issued stamps. This newly discovered variety is now 
listed In the Stanley Gibbons Queen Victoria Specialised Catalogue. 

Stamp$ were ovetprlnted Specimen to lnvslklste them. They could 
then be used as samples without tho need to account for them fiscaOy. 

[l!J 
Double perfs 

A marginal block of four 
with lower hvo perfs 
doubled as shown In lhe 
enlargement This block is 
linked to the unusually tall 
stamps below. 

The Abnormally Tall Stamps-AM and BM 

The first strike of the perforator in row N was normal, as was row M. The 
next strike for row L was 2-3mm too high; resulting in a row of tall stamps of 
which AM and BM are examples. 

The perforator was re-syncllronised and row K was notmal - except for 
doubling of the lower perf holes caused by the high strik& of row L. as soon 
on lhe lower rows of the blocl< AJ-BK. 
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The Telegraphs Specimens 

Unusual Variant of Specimen Type 9 

Dot between the C and I of Specimen plus deformed first E. 

This stamp has a 1986 RPSL certificate staijng that His a forgery. While the stamp 
is genuine, the specimen overprint was believed forged. AIU>ough different to the 
type g in the preceding block. a is actually genuine, but of an uncommon type. 

For a to be a forgery defies logic. It would imply that someone took a mint £5 
Telegraphs, which Is almost impossible to acquire. and devastated its value by 
applying a forged overprint with an obviously defective letter E. Two further 
examples are shown, with varying distortions to the E. With the same specimen 
type on the 5s value as well. there can be no doubt that HIs genuine. 

Dot between C and I, 
E medium filled 

Dot between C and I, 
E less filled 

The same specimen 
with dot on the Ss value 
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The Telegraphs Specimens 

BC 
Specimen type 8 
19~ x 2~mm 

Unusually oerisp strike 

BF 
Specimen type 11 

20Y. x 3mm 
Weak strike at left 

Specimen Types a and 11 

AS 
Specimen type 11 

20Y. X Jmm 
Crisp strike 

BF 
Specimen type 8 
19~ • 2~m 

Typical heavy 'N' 
(Reperforated at tell) 

BF 
Specimen type 11 

20Y. • 3mm 
Deeper shade 

Speamen type 11 Is alWays centred far 10 the northwest. About 10 
copoes are known - they had beefl thOught 10 be al from the same 
block. The two examples of BF show this is nollhe case. 
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Used £5 Telegraphs 

The souroe or all UMd £5 Telegraphs stamps is 
dubious. There was no legrumate means by which 
used cop;es CXlUid reech the public. The ooty cancelled 
Telegraphs stamps passed to the pubic were as pairs 
or1d stamps on recetpCs lor sending telegrams. A lew 
1ow values may ha.,. been UMd "' lieu or postage 
stamps after wrthd'-111 or~t~e Telegraphs but no high 
values would have been ll8ed lhat way. All are the 
result or 'liberations'. 

Used in Greenod< 

Two 1d Telegraph stamps 
used on a re<:eipt. 

It is a commonly held betoel lhat the uaed £5 values came from the same 
souroe as the Stoc:ll ExcNnge lorgenes. ThiS as not the case. The Stock 
Exchange fo<geries came from Ha...,er M1D near Watfofd and all date 10 
around 1872. The £5 does not. The mall CNsed trading and sacks or 
telegram fomls. sent lor pulping. remained unp<oc:essed. They were 
discovered some 26 years later. 

There are many examples of the 3d plate 8, 6d plate 11, 1s plates 5 & 6 
with crisp cds cancels- these also date to 1872. However, later stamps, 
like lhe 1873 1s green. are very rare with cds cancels and are generally 
postalty used and not from telegram forms. For any £5 stamps to have 
gone to Walford, would imply that the Posl Office continued sending sacks 
of waste to a company that had ceased tred<ng. 

While many £5 stamps are undoubtedly from security waste. none can 
have originated from the Watford paper mUI. 
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Used £5 Telegraphs 

Cancellations 

Used telegraphs stamps have a cds cancel of the dispatching office and can 
occur with or without a box cancel. Box cancels were limited to a few accounts 
offices, for example, the CHB (Ciearin.g House Branch) which was at Somerset 
House. The CHB box cancel was applied long after the telegram had been sent. 
It Is believed to have confirmed entrt into a ledger at the CHB. This auditing 
enabled the Post Office to determine !hoe revenue from Telegraphs. 

A bright shade 

Parnament Sl cds and a light CHB 
boxcanoel. 

Thread needle St cds in violet. 

Coloured ca.ncels are rare. The 
TMBIGPO box cancel is the 
Telegraphs Message Branch which 
was another section located within 
Threadneedle St Post Office. 

St Andrews cds without a box 

A telegram sending Golf soores 
AhmAd \N()tlld hAVP. Man AxpeMJve. a.1;. 
each numeric was counted as a word. 
Rates varied with destination from a 
few shillings to over £1 per word. 

Used at West Sbrand 

One of the offices open 24 hours per 
day, 7 days a week. The cds and 
TMBIGPO box cancel are both In 
black. 
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Used £5 Telegraphs 

Late Usage 

All Telegraphs stamps were withdrawn on 
31" Odober 1881. Alter that date, Postage 
stam~ were used for telegrams. 

Used at Cold>ester five 
months aftM all telegraphs 
atam~ were withdrawn. 

Used lllmost a year efter Withdrawal. It has an 
lnVCrtod london codo CC oqu<>rod cirdo dated II' 
October 1882 - a TAB/GPO (Telegraphs Acc:olm 
8r8nch) box cancel and. wa~ on top, a 
London Western Offtc:e cds for 13 October 1882. 
Use of the TAB/GPO cancel is rare on £5 
Telegraphs- one of only two recorded. 
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The £5 Postage Stamp 

The Modif..cl T~raphs Plate 

In 1882, the Telegraptls l*te was modified by removing the WOld 
TELEGRAPHS in each stamp The plele was $lllil into lwo panes of 28 
with a slamp-sae gutler between lhem Sheets were printed in ~ 
panes. They were lhen patfonlted end separated into panes of 28 A 
separate 21ket plate bearing POSTAGE, flanked by ornaments. filled the 
blank spaces where TELEGRAPH$ had been. As a two stage printing, 
POSTAGE can often be out of al~gnment and in a different shade of orange. 

The primary plate comprised 58 lmagea lettered AA·DN and, being derived 
from the Telegraptls plate, the letters were In the Telegraphs sequence. 
Unlike other postage values, the first letter lndialles the column rather than 
the row. The comer letter arT1!ngementls shown below. This is as the £5 
Telegraphs but with a central gutler and without major marginal marl<ings. 

All are watennarl< Anchor (twice) and the Issued slamps are perf 14. 

Imprimatur leotton~d 'BD' 
1 of 22 In private hands 

Sheet layout 

AA BA CA DA 

AB BB CB DB 
AC BC cc DC 

AD BO CD DO 

AE BE CE DE 

AF BF CF OF 

AG BG CG DG 

AH BH CH DH 

AI Bl Cl 01 

AJ BJ CJ OJ 

N< BK CK OK 

Al BL CL Dl 

AM BM CM OM 

AN BN CN ON 
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Year 
1882 
1864 
1889 
1892 
1895 
1896 
1900 
Total 

The £5 Postage Stamp 

Printing Considerations 

The ntusllation above explains how a stamp from the modified 
Telegraphs plate would appear. It has a gap where the word 
TELEGRAPHS had been. A second and much simpler plate. 
bearing just the word POSTAGE flanked by key patterns. was 
used to complete the blank spaces. Naturally, ~ was impol1ant 
that the partly finished sheet be correctly positioned to receive 
the POSTAGE overprint. This was achieved w~h pinning dOts. 
printed in the side margins at the vertical oentre of each 
pane. 

The pinning dot by stamp AD 

The enlargement shows a flap of 
displaoed paper where the sheet was 
Impaled onto the pin. 

The Printings 

There were seven printings as shown below. The 
first two were on blued paper; the others on wMe. 

Date SheeiS Stamns pa;;<>, Coln.•r standards 
March 482 26,992 blued Soecimen type 9 

November 975 54,600 blued Triple Specimen type 9 

March 975 54.600 wh~e Cancelled type 14 

Januarv 951 53,258 whHe 

September 488 27,328 whne 

November 488 26.208 white 

February 98 5.488 white Canoelled type 18 
4437 248.472 
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The £5 Postage Stamp 

Blued and Wh lte Papers 

ln"ial prlnlings were on blued 0< Rtii!Hlue paper. The 
<1e9ree of blueing varied ltO<n sheet to aheel and wflhin a 
sheel. Ills often slight Blued paper printings are nonnally 
In e dull buff·orange. While paper was used from 1889 and 
tends to be in brighter shades of orange or reddish-orange. 
Allowing fO< Specimens, 246.759 stamps were issued. 

Mint on Blued Paper 

Mint on White Paper 

The perlorations e>ctend through lhe 
marg<n - lhe Oe La Rue perforatO< 
Some Specimen type 9 eX8mples 
have an mperf top margin and lhe 
left margin perforated through as 
shown on the next page. 

A sample of the blued 
Anchor watennarl< paper 
used for the 1883 2a.&l. 
Ss, 10s ancl1882 £5. 

Inland Revenue in ~I 
lettenng COITe$j)OilCIS 10 lhe 
&heel margin. 
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The Specimens on Blued Paper 

The Somerset House Perforator 

Printed by De La Rue but Perforated by Somerset House 
The largest known multiple of Specimen type 9 

The block of nine overprinted specimen type 9 ;,. perforated through the left margin and the top 
margin is imperf. This sheet was top.fed and unlike the issued sheets which have one 
extension hole at each side. the bottom margin imperf and the cop margin perfed through. Jus! 
four other examples are recorded !hat are top fed. all with specimen type 9 overprinls. One of 
chese sheels was so badly perforaced it would have been scrapped had De La Rue perforated~
This leads to the conduslon !hal the five imperf sheets. !hat normally accompanied the 
registration sheet. were perforated at Somerset tlouse. In a small way, these are abnormals. 

Sloping Perfs 

Perforations through the left margin and sloping 
relative to the design. The perfs would M well into 
the design at the right-hand side of lhe sheet. De La 
Rue would have treated it as waste. Atthough quality 
mattered less for Specimens, part of the sheet was 
probably discarded. 



The Specimens on Blued Paper 

Specimen type 9 on blued pape< is relatNely c;oml'll()tl II was used in large numbers fa< 
llle UPU dislribubons. The tnree examples below In the brigitte! orange shade would 
often be assumed to be white paper. They are, hOwever blued paper, one mar1<edly so. 
These bright shades are often regummed having come from overseas administration 
archives. Specimen type 9 In lhis bright shade on blued paper Is scarce. Type 9 on true 
whtte paper Is e~oeedingly rare. 

Specimen Type 8 

The commonly found 
blued paper shact.. 

Specimen Type 9 

A lighter version of the brighter shade 
on blued (wtthout gum). 

Specimen Type 9 

A brighter ·white pape( 
shade but on blued. 

Specimen Type 9 

A further e~a mple of lhe brighter 
shade shown face down to lllustrele 
Its genUy blued paper. 
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The Specimens on Blued Paper 

Another S,peomen type 9 on blued paper Is shown below Uke Ule block of ,.ne shown 
eartier, tllis Is the lop-fe<l Somerset House perfotator W1lll ~n lmpe<f top margin (re
joined). This also has en interesting 'test strike' of the Specimen ovefPiint. The cle1k 
was presumably tfYing out the hands tamp before tackling the sheet. 

Specimen Type 9 

Top-fed perforator with additional 
specimen strike In the margin. 

Specimen Type 11 on Blued 

This is scarce: type 11 Is more 
often seen on White paper. 
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The Specimens on Blued Paper 

The triple ~ are on two forms: triple type 9 and type 11 with two type 9 
ove<prims. Both are scarce. The triple type 9 was the colour standard for the second 
printing (slit on blued paper) in NoYembe< 1884 Only 24 were produced For yean, 
ltwjse have been fneomlclly classified as while paper - a stamp lhat does not exisl. The 
blueing varies, but all are 11om the same bloc!< and. if one is blued, lhen they all are . 

BM 
Triple type 9 

.. 

I DL Triple I 
Wide blue vertical streaking 

BK 
Paler shade (light exposure) 

Type 11 and two Type 9 Specimens 
These are saoroe<lhan the triple type 9 and are also on blued paper but even leas blued 
Just seven examples have been reco<ded - none on the main institution collecloons 

No fonnal purpose has been identified lor these, but lhey may be a trial for the change to 
the brighter ink In 1889. Possibly, a sheet of weakly blued paper may have been used to 
gauge the effect of the brighter ink in advance of true while paper being available. 

Cl 
Triple type 11 + 2x type 9 I Very faint brO::: blued streaks I 

each side of the left anchor. 

The type 9 handstamp in these comiJined triples os not the same as the dew:e 
employed for the single or triple type 9 examples The 'I' and 'M' are set dose< 
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The Specimens on White Paper 

Most specimens are on blued paper. Whfte paper examples are generally scarcer. 

Cancelled Type 14- White Paper 

The 1889 colour standards fOi' the 
third printing - tile 1ir$t on white 
paper. No more than 12 exist In 
private hands. 

Type 9 on white paper 

A creamy paper lettered CA. 
An exceptional rarity 

Type 11 on White Paper 

Type 16 on White Paper 

The red-orange 1900 printing. 
Only seven <X>pies recorded. 

Type 9 on blued paper 

The brighter 'white papef 
orange shade- lettered CC 
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Unlisted Specimens 

The Double SIK!eimen Ty!K! 9 

Examples with single and lriple type 9 spedmen overprints are well known. The double 
type 9 specimen has not previously been recorded. 

II is on blued paper and without gum. There have been aHempts to era!>e the specimen 
overprints causir>g damage. particularly to the 'S' of the left Specimen. The stamp has 
al..o been bleached and this has taken red out of its colour. Originally, it was thought it 
might be unique, so its tess lhan Ideal condition is tragic but not important. 

Double Specimen Type 9 

Le«ered CH 
One of three known 

Strangely, the two overprints do not match: they are from different handstamps. 
This is readily explained. A cter1<, assigned to add the specimen, places it to one 
side so that he does not deface the glorious Queen. His ..upervioor disapproves 
of the large area of uncancelled stamp and adds his own and s.eldom used 
handstamp. 

That might appear speculative, but Images of two more double specimens were 
located, Cl and 01 - adjacent to CH above. There had probably been a block 
Ct-1-DI. Curklusly, on Dl the two different handstamps are reversed. W~hout 
application of the !>eCOnd specimen, CH and 01 could have led to a fraud by using 
their uncancelled halves to make a complete stamp. 

While one Expert Committee has claimed that the overprints are foJged, that Is 
illogical. It would imply lhat ..omeone tOOk a mint biod< of four £5 on blued paper 
(no such blocks have been recorded) and decided to devastate its value by 
adding two different fake spedmen overprints. Furlhennore, the right-hand 
Specimen of CH is a close match to the type 9 used for the combined types 9 and 
11 triples. The item must be genuine. albeit mistteated by person or persons 
unknown. 
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Shades 

Pages 42-43 inustrate some of the shades. 

Dull Buff-o111nge on Btued Paper 

POSTAGE lain a deeper shade - a 
good sign of blued paper. 

A Typical 0111nge on White Paper 

Exampl-e dated 1893 

Deep Dull Vermilion on Greyish Paper 

No other examples have been seen in thit unusual shade 
and on gre)'lsh paper, yet ~ can ~ be from the 1889 cx 
1892 pm1ing$ From many other eally wh~e paper 
examples examined, k has to be concluded that this 
shade and paper was fimhed to just part of the pnnling. 
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Shades 

Shades may have been affected by treatment over the years. Examples 
that may once have been the same shade now appear different. 

Yellow-orange 
Threadneedle St 1899 

Distinctive Red-orange 
The 1900 printing 
Specimen type 16 

One of seven known 

Bright Orange 
Glasgow 1894 

Reddi-sh-orange 
Threadneedle St 1899 

Distinctive Red-orange 
The 1900 printing 
Southampton 1901 

There are more shades than there are printings and. with a few exoeptions. ~ Is not 
possible to delefiTline the prin~ng from the shade. 
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Cancellations 

Cancellations are known from over 180 different offices. However, the style of cancel 
falls Into a lfM general categories. The most common is the cds (cireu/ar or counter date 
stamp). Within this category some offices are common; others rare. The Glasgow, 
Edinburgh and Belfast examples are thought to be concerned wilh tobacoo tax ()( excise 
duty on whisky, although there is no dear evidence to support this. Most other cds 
cancels are likely to be accounting for bulk mail or from telegram fonns. 

Glasgowcds 

The most common cancel, mosUy 
1894-96, but found from 1882. 

Belfastcds 

Mostly seen 1885>99. May be 
found with a secondaJY 'bars' 

or crayon cancel. 

Small Timed cds 

Seen from 1898 onwards. 
Kings Lynn example. 

Edinburgh cds 

Recorded from 1882·96. Most 
examples. seen are 1896. 

Squantd Circles 

These are not common. 
Example used in Mark Lane. 

Large Timed cds 

All Belfast exampiM 
recorded ere 5.30am. It is 
pos.slble that the time was 

never changed. 
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Cancellations 

Accountancy Conc:els and Regietered Ovals 

Manchester Accounts 

Double ring cds - common, 
mostly seen from 1892-97. 

Account Branch PO Glasgow 

This is nonnaJy a Single strike. 
The scarcer double stnke is shown. 

Registered ovals 

WOO (Wesrem Di stnct Office) is 
seldom seen. Tlvead- St is 
common. but not postal use. 

Accountant's Office cds 

Not common 

Account Branch PO Glasgow 

This same ean.cel is the most 
common on the £1 green IR Officials. 
It &uggeSis use In reconciing 
payments to the Inland Revenue. 
Had lhere been £5 IR Officials, many 
would probably 1\ave had this same 
cancel. 

Timed reglltered ovals 

Mainly from a few London 
Oft"K>!S. They are uncommon. 
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Cancellations 

Telegraphs Box Cancels 

The cds is that of the dispatdling office. The box cancel was applied later at one of a 
few accounting offices, where the revenue from the telegrams was recorded, such as the 
Clearing House Brandl (CHB). These same cancels were used in the Telegraphs era. 

CHB box cancel 

Southampton Telegraph 
Office 1884 blued paper. 

CHB box cancel 

Shepton Mallet (the only example 
recorded) and with a violet box. 
Coloured cancels are rare. 

PAB/R&AGO box cancel 

london South Westem Office cds 
and the scarce Payments Accounts 
Branch I Receiver & Accountant 
General's Office box. These are 
usually indistinct. 

CHB box cancel 

Thrapston 1891 (the 
only example recorded), 

CHB box cancel 

PM< St showing late use In 
1896 - a few months before 
use of the box cancels ceased. 

TABIEOINR box cancel 

Montrose 1888 Money Order Office 
cds with an Edinburgh Telegraphs 
Accounts Brandl box. Blued paper. 
Edinburgh audited the offices in 
Scollend. 
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Cancellations 

Scarcer Cancelladon Typeo 

BarTed Numerals 

These are not common and about half of 
those seen are covering en erased 
Specimen. This l$18 exemple is genuine 
usage and unusually clear. 

Registered Ia~ 'R' 

The only exemple recorded. 

Money Order Office 

Rarity: about 1 in 200. 
MOO cds from Yor1( 

Oval TAB/GPO 

Telegraphs Acc:ounlll Branch is 
scarce. The Red Uon St cds is rare. 
The straight lines seen at lhe sides 
are parts of normal box cancels. 

Cannon St Station Tefegrapht Office 

'2711 in circle With box cancel 
The only example recorded 

Money Order & Saving• Bank 

Rarity: aboltt 1 In 80. 
MO&SS cds from Crewe 
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Using a £5 Orange- Fraudulent Re-use 

In Voctonan llmea. £5 was a large sum, the 8qUIValent of £500.£1000 today dependong 
on which measure of inftation 1S used. Those wl1o handed £5 Oranges somebmes 
succumbed to temptatoon 

Oval E•chequer Edinburgh in VIolet 

This elC8mple is normal use. although a 
rare cancel to survive. Below~ Is enolher 
elC8mple but fraudulenUy re·usad. 

Digitally enhanced Image sllown at 
full size to enable d .. ecl c:ompanson 
With lhe IJace of the oval E)CChequer 
cancel in lhe real stamp 

How the fraud probably worked 

The stamp has normal Accountant's Office cancels for 1 5t. January 1892, but at its centre Ia a faint oval 
E• ohequer Edinburgh cancel. At first. it might appear thallhe ods cancels were simply to supplement 
lhe faint oval to ensure the stamp was propetly cancelled. However, lhe forensic image abOVe shows 
lhat lhe oval is dated 21" November 1891. The disparate dates. by 8 weeks. prove fraudulent use. It is 
probable that a de<1< 1n lhe Accountant's Office hed acqu~red.,. oval Ela::hequer £5 from sec:ullty waste, 
bleached lhe v1olel c:anc:el and then used lhe stamp aga1t1 es part of his normal job. He ~ then take 
a mint £5 stamp from his ltoc:k to balance his till Basad on thtee ~used on 24"' NOvember 1891. 
actual usage was 5ogn1f1C8111 and, with a ready availability of Excheque< cancels. lhe sums 1nvolved in 
lhis fraud may have eclipsed lhe Stock Exchange forgery 

The elC8mple below, on blued paper, has an erased Inverted violet TMB box cancel. 
This may have also been fraudulent re-use, bulls probably a more reoent attempt to 
impi'OIIe lhe stamp's appearance by reducing the box cancel. Its certifloate confirms 
blued paper, but falls to mention lhe erased 00. The forensic image shown et real 
size highlights lhe erased box cancel. 

Digitally enhanced Image shown at 
lui srze to enable cftteet ~ 
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The largest known used £1 
plec. that Is contemporary 

with the £5 Ora~. 

Not Using a £5 Orange 

The Rejoined Row ofTen 

The 1891 £1 used on 14" July 
1893 illustrates the need for the 
£5 value. It is lareer than a 
telegram form. Two £5 values 
coiAd (or should) have been 
used end taken far less spece 

Stephens Green Shelboume 
was a small teleeraphs office in 
the ShelbOume Hotel, Dublin 
It Is possible that they did not 
stock £5 values or had simply 
exhausted their supply. 
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Using a £5 Orange 

The £24.1 Os.Od Piece 

THE most important used £5 item known 

Four each of the £5 and £1 watennarl< anchor plus 10s all on blued paper tied to a Post 
Offtee bulk mail docket. The piece confirms the purpose fe< which a significant number 
of £5 Oranges were used. The reverse of the docket explains ... 
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Using a £5 Orange 

The reverse of the £24.10.0d piece reveals It Is a docket accounting lor monies paid for bulk mall. It Is 
dated 18., June 1883 by a High Holbom we cds and is a statement of the monies re<:eived lor pre
payment of postage on inland letters, books()( samples received at a specific PO counter. That day, 
the c1ett handled bulk rna~ 11om four busineues World$ Dispensary, Royal Standard, 111WP0f11ted 
Law Society and Hearts of Oak The docket show$ the number of items each $en\, their unit COSI and 
the total value. Each entry Is Initialled by an Inspector wtlo would have verified lhe count and arranged 
lor a 'paid' marking to be applied to each item. 

The reverse of the £24.10s.Od piece on the previous page (reduced). 

The tote! -ed by the deft< was £24 10s.Od. Stamps to 1hat value were affixed to the 
form, thereby keeping the total of cash and m1n1 stamps for his till balanced The clerk 
ran a crayon line through the stamps (it •s under the cxls cancels} tying them to the piece 
to ensure the stamps could not be removed undetected in transit to an aocounts section 
where the stamps were eaneeUed by the more generic London we cds the same day. 

Th$ 1$ the most impol1aot £5 Ofange poece known 1$ tt explain$ SQQiely how farge 
quantities were used. Th11 1s no1 postal use, but enG-of-day internal ec:counting. The 
creases are probably fr«n folding to smuggle It out of the post off~ee. 
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Using a £5 Orange 

Postal Use 

Genuine postal use is scarce. Provably postal use examples are very rare. Their numbers are 
measured in single diglts. One sudl example shOws a £5 Orange used with an 1891 £1 green. It 
was used on a registered package at Gresham House EC Post Office. The paper is a strong 
Manila type consistent with a sturdy envelope, in contrast to a flimsy docket. A package weighing 
3'/.tbs to a non-UPU country could have warranted the £6 charge. 

The Gresham House Piece 

Penny Post Jubilee South Kensington 

Three copies are known. Possibly used 
postally, but probabiX., cailCBIIed by favour 
at the exhibition on 2 July 1890. 

Postally used stamps would end up in the hands of the public and should 
have two Of more cancels. This was to prevent re-use by piecing together the 
uncancelled parts of two or more stamps. Those used on dockets, in 
principle, did not reach the public and a single cancel was deemed sufficient. 
Two or more cancels on a £5 stamp are potentially poslally used. but not 
provably so, unless on a piece coi\Si§tent with~ t)6stal patka{je. 

Possib le Postal Use 

Vere St with multiple 1896 
registered ods cancels. 

Possible Postal Use 

The red-orange shade from 
Lombard St with multiple 1901 
registered ovals. 
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The Plate Varieties 

The well-known TA and JC frame breaks of the £1 value have been listed by Slanley 
Gibbons for years. Similar, and often bener. plate variebes on the £5 have not received 
&ny attention. apart from two ~ems included In lhe 2008 editiOn of their Ql*fl VICtona 
Specialised Catalogue. The toaow.ng pages show these and examples of- consaant 
vanet""' found from personal reseatd> 

'JC' Frame Break 
18&4 £1 blown (crowns) 

'TA' Frame Break 
1891 £1 green 

'BN'Variety 

The outslanding frame breaks on the 
£5 lettered BN. There are major 
defects by the B-square and left 1· 
square. In addition, the left and top 
frames show considerable wear 
Funhe< states are shown on the next 
page ... 

All plate varie'lies shown In pages 53~2 """-been verified as constant using two 
or more examples. Usually only one example is ineluded. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'BN' Variety 

This exists in a number of states and it undetwent various repairs. Below are four 
examples in states different totM Plyl'l\6tith exaMple on 1M previous page. 

An example used In 
1894. There is some 
distortion of the frame 
left of the e.square and 
small breaks over the 
left 1-square. 

A mint example in the 1900 
red-orange shade has part of 
the B·square frame repaired. 
While the 1-square is similar to 
before, the top frame-line is 
nearer to normal. Although 
creased, this may well be the 
only mint example of this state 
of the BN variety. 

By 1899, lhe fra.me le1\ of the 8-square has 
almost gone, more so than in the Plymouth 
example on the previous page. The damage 
around the 1-square is now severe and the 
frame-line over POSTAGE is almost missing. 

By 1899, the frame left of the B-square has 
almost gone, more so than in the Plymouth 
elfample on the previous page. The damage 
around the 1-square is now severe and the 
frame-line over POSTAGE is almost missing. 

A red-orange example used 
in Burnley in 1902 Is similar 
to the mint example, but the 
breaks are less apparent 
over POSTAGE. 

With fewer than 98 sheets issued in the red-orange shade and a survival rate 
of around 2\'1%, there are unlikely to be more lhan 2-3 examples in this state. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'CN' Variety 

Major frame breaks in tile top right comer 
ornaments. The used examples span six 
years and show progressive deterioration. 
By 1900, another break developed 4mm 
lower. There is also considerable distortion 
and thinning of the same frame line. 

An example overprinted Specimen 
type 11 without the frame break. It 
does show a slight thinning where 
the breaks developed. 
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The Plate Varieties 

The Stanley Gibbons calalogue 
illusltl!tion of the frame break is 
taken from this stamp. However, 
the break is less significant than 
the exlensive distortion of the 
inner frame and by the 'H' 
square at the right. 

'ON' Variety 

Double frame break by the E of 
POSTAGE and further breaks by the 
right hand oomer '1' square. The two 
examples show that the varieties are 
constant. 
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The Plate Varieties 

/ 

'CM' Variety 

Brealcs appear in the thin frame line around POSTAGE, particularly 
In the top left comer and over the 'A'. The second example used 
three years later shows the same breaks. Strangely, in the later 
example, the left comer appears less damaged but this may be due 
to its heavier impression. 

'AI' Variety 

A break by the top right comer 
square on an example used In 
Bradford in 1900. 

'CG' Variety 

A break by the top right comer square 
and ornament on an example used in 
Oartington. Also distortion of the middle 
side frame-line. Although used in 1903, 
this is not the red-orange shade - old 
stock was being used. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'BL' Variety 

In the pair below, dated 1900, 
there are clear distortions and 
breaks in the outer left frame 
line. The 1899 example 
above has only a mere hint of 
these fauns. 

'BM' Variety 

By 1900, 'BM' had developed breaks over the top right 
comer square. These same break.s are more pronounced 
on 'BM' in the pair above. 



The Plate Varieties 

The 'AD' Variety 

The diamond border omamenl by the loop of the left £ sign has 
broken flWBY from the frame. Various states exist. It is one of the 
few varieties that existed on the Telegraphs £5. Strangely. AD is 
nonnal in the colour trials (see AD in the blue trial blod< on page 
24), dated 15., December 1876, but is present on the black proof 
sheet held at the British Library, dated 11"' January 1877. 

Used in Binningham In 
1895. The diamond has 
been rejoined to the 
frame. 

Used at Throgmorton Avenue in 
1897. The diamond is rejoined to 
the frame but thin at "• base. 
The arcs have been repaired. 

On blued paper used in 
Kington in 1888. A clear 
break between the 
diamond and the frame. 
Kington- rare cancel 

Used in Edinburgh in 
1896. The diamond Is 
jusl starting to break 
away and the arcsin the 
border are weaker. 

Used at Gracechurch St in 
1902. The diamond has 
broken away again and the 
arcs are showing breaks. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'OM' Varieties 

Breaks over both upper comer squares in 1699 Threadneedle St 
example, become more prominent in lhe 1902 Loughborough example. 

'AH' Variety 

Clear frame break 
under lhe A-square. 

'CJ' Varltty 

Frame distortion over 
lhe omament left of 
POSTAGE. 

'AE' Variety 

Blued paper used In Ventnor in 
1883. The lower left comer of 
the left key pattern is sliced. 
This is the only slgnifo:ant 
variety on the overprint plate. It 
also occurs on stamp AL. 1t 
was corrected by 1896. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'CE' Variety 

Red-orange shade used 
In Middlesbrough. 1902. 
Major distoroon to much 
of the left frame ine. 

'CA' Variety 

Red-orange shade used 
in Kings Lynn in 1903. A 
dear frame break by the 
left 1·square and the main 
frame under POSTAGE. 

' OK' Variety 

Considerable dostortoon ol the 
left lrarne and weak thin frame 
uncler OUNOS. 

'AM' Variety 

Weak thin lrame under OS 
and breaks under the M· 
square. There are similar 
breaks by the right 1·square. 
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The Plate Varieties 

'01' Variety 

'CF' Variety 

Break in thin frame over F 
and weak frame left of the 
C·square. Used in Walsall 
in 1902, but not the red
O<ange shade. 

'OI' Variety 

Break over right 1-square. 
Used in Throeadneedle St in 
1899. 

Break over right 1-square. Red· 
orange shade used in Kings lynn in 
1902. The plate flas deteriorated 
since 1899. 

Error in Use 

Missing Year Slug 

Other examples with the same basic 
oanington timed cds from January are dated 
1902. It is probable that the omitted year 
slug was '02'. 
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The £5 Inland Revenue Officials 

The £SIR omclal Essay 

The Inland Revenue alar1ed to use stamps 
ove<printed 'I R. Offieaal' '" 1882 These were on 
the current ~ gteen, 1 d lilac and 8d grey. 

In 1884, a need (a/mo$1 certainly not postaQ was 
seen for Inland Revenue specific high values. To 
that end, essays were produced In 1884. These 
have a large 32x1Smm IR OffiCial (with serifs) 
overprint on Specimen type 9 stamps of the current 
5s, 1 Os. £1 and £5 values. 

Only four copies are believed to exlsl 

Thi~ one, lettered 'BA', with RPSL oertifieate, Is illustrated in 
'Samuel & Huggins - Spec/trHin Stamps and Stationery of 
Great Britain'. 

While this overprint su~ed the £1 and £5, it was ho~ly 
oversized for the 5s and lOs values On these. it extended 
beyond both sides. A mote suitable sans-serif overprint. in 
the style used for the tow values bUt bolder, was introduoed 
for the Ss. 10s and £1 In 1885 

The £5 IR did noc proceed 

Issued 10s IR Official lswed £1 IR Of!ioal 
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Tlhe £5 Inland Revenue Officials 

The Small £51R Official 

A different 'IR' overprint is known on the t883 2s.6d, 5s, 10s, £1 green and the £5. 
Unlike the Large IR, this is not an essay but simply a handstamp required for marking 
stamps in an Inland Revenue collection. There were two different overprints with a 
'small IR'. On 14" June 1894, De La Rue supplied 1t1e Inland Revenue with a steel 
hand-mark inscribed 'IRISpecimen' and a type in handle (tlandstamp) wijfl 'IR' only. This 
copy is the 'IR only' handstamp applled to a stamp with an existing Specimen type 11. 

Believed the only known 
£5 with the smaii iR overprint 

This £1 green also has two small IR 
handstamps and a certificate (not RPS) 
claiming it genuine. From comparison with 
the £5 above, ij is clear they are rubber 
tlandstamps and not the IR handstamp 
supplied by De La Rue. 
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Unification 

The Objective of Unification 

The aim was to have a single series of stamps that could be 
used lor both postal and revenue purposes. It affected all 
values from %d - £5. Work started in March 1881 and the 
first resutt was the 1d lilac. inscribed Postage and Inland 
R6venue, issued on 12 .. July 1881. It replaced the 1d 
Postage stamp and the 1 d Inland Revenue stamp. The 
latter was authorised lor postal use from 1" June 1881. 

lei 
IW 

It was intended that all values would be inscribed POSTAGE & 
REVENUE, with or without the ampersand. This intent included 
the £5 value. Progress was slow, it took three years before the 
full Ulac and Green series appeared in 1884. 

Meanwhile, the urgent need lor a £5 value meant it could not 
wait lor lull unification. It was Issued inscribed just POSTAGE in 
March 1882. 

UnifiCBiion needed to satisfy the divergent requirements of the Inland 
Revenue, the Post Office and what was actually practical lor De La Rue. 
There was considerable friction: 

The Inland Revenue insisted that any stamps used for revenue 
purposes be printed in doubly lugilive ink, as was the 1d lilac. This 
was •o ensure that any attempt to remove pen cancellations would 
damage the stamp sufficiently to prevent its re-use. 
The Post Office wanted a series of stamps on which the face value 
would be evident in poor light. even when postmarked: they needed 
strong bright colours. 
De La Rue simply wanted the contract They were keen to promote 
their lucrative fugitive inks as only they had them. 
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Unification 

Abolition ofthe Telegraptls Stamps 

After introducing the 1d lilac, the next phase in unmca~on was the 
abolition of all Telegraphs stamps on 31• October 1881 after which 
postage stamps were used instead. This meant there was no 
longer a £5 value - the decision had not been thought ttlrough. 
However, by this time, the 10s and £1 values of 1878 were 
available to relieve the space issue on telegram fonns. 

The Temporary Unifled Series 

It was nearly two years before the second unified stamp, the 2s.6d inscribed 
Postage & Revenue became available in 1883. There was pressure to 
introduce a unif10d series quickly and, to that end, De La Rue produced 
essays from ~ to 1 s in doubly fugitive lilac. These oomprised the current 
stamps, each overprinted with its face value in large black figures. Only eight 
sets were made. These were intended as a Temporary Unified series, 
pending production of the new series. 

Objeclions were raised: the black overprints would be obswred by postmart<s 
and, with such a simple overprint, it would be too easy to forge 1s overprints 
on 1d stamps. 
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Unification 

The De La Rue Schemes 

Over two years, De La Rue developed a series 
of four schemes of essays for all values from 
l'ld - £5. Just one copy of each of lhe first 
three schemes and two of the fourth exist in 
private hands. The unique third scheme for 
the £5 value Is shown below. 

The £5 Value from the Third De La Rue Scheme. 

This was based on the issued £5 but with letters in all 
four corners and the inscription POSTAGE REVENUE 
rather than POSTAGE. It is from the De La Rue 
Archives. Oue to time pre$sures, unlike lhe other 
schemes, no duplicate was made for the Inland 
Revenue. The £5 from the Postmasters' Notice, which 
is based on the fourth De La Rue scheme, is shown 
below for comparison. 

While the Inland Revenue wanted letters in all four 
corners, De La Rue thought !hem unnecessary. On 15., 
February 1884, De La Rue wrote to the Inland Revenue 
pointing out that it would be impossible to alter the 
existing plate and that a new plate would be required to 
accommodate letters in all comers. Anxious to save the 
£80 cost of a new plate. the Inland Revenue agreed to 
relain the £5, as already issued, with Just two oomer 
letters. 
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Unification 

The eventual result of unification was the Wlac and Green series along with the high values. 
The 1d to 2s.6d had both POSTAGE and REVENUE In their inscriptions. The other values, 
inscribed just POSTAGE. were unlikely to be needed for revenue purposes. As shown 
below. the 2s.6d, 5s. 10s and £5 were inijially on blued paper. The 1d, 9d. 2s.6d, 5s, 10s 
and £5 were aiready In use; the other values were issued on 1" April 1884. 

~~ 
~~ 

fa 
. . 

... ,.~ 

The Postmasters' Notices 

'o~ ~J lff• ,'a_l 
~.(T.~ 
l...~~ 

Until 1873, Postmasters had been informed of new stamps with real stamps overprinted 
Specimen affixed to Circulars. For the Wlac & Green series. De La Rue suggested using an 
lnleaf - an illustration, with crude lrthographed Images of the stamps. 

A proof of this lnleaf is shown on the next page followed by the Issued lnleaf. The proof. 
dated 17"' January 1884, shows all the stamps that would be available on 1" April 1884. 
The item is uniqu& allhough 34 variations of it exist. mostly in institution colleetions. Each 
Image is pen cancelled and notably. at this stage the £5 still had letters in all lour comers. It 
was, however, now inscribed POSTAGE rather than POSTAGE REVENUE. 
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Unification 

~C I IE :\IE 

DESIG~S A~D COLOURS 01' THE ST.\:\IPS 
IH\ \HU.. OK IN l 1!. AtfEK 

APRIL Ti l l ~ ls1. ISS~. 

m • 

" 
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Unification 

The Postmasters' Notice 

The previous page shows an example of the issued lnleaf printed in the issued colours 
on soft buff card. Very unusually, it is at "s full size and fine. De La Rue printed 16,000 
of these but most that have survived are in poor condition. Postmasters nailed or glued 
them to walls and, when removed, often left their comers on the wall or they became 
torn. Most extant copies have been trimmed closer to the stamp images to remove 
peripheral defects. 

This example beers an endorsement showing "came from Churton St P-ost Office. This 
was within walking distance of London VICtoria Railway Station. The post office no 
longer exists. 

In the issued lnleaf, the £5 was as the existing stamp with the POSTAGE inscription, 
letters in the lower comers and the plate numbers at the top. 

Interestingly, the 5d value was not as the issued stamp. It has a line under the 'd' of 5d, 
rather than the dot of the issued stamp. The difference is illustrated below. 

Line unde< 'd' Dot under 'd' 

The only tangible resutts of the Temporary Unified series were the 3d and 6d with red 
overprints issued on 1• January 1883. Examples overprinted Specimen type 9 are 
shown. 

3d on 3d 

~ 
~ 

6don6d 

The whole unification process had taken over three years and the resulting Lilac and Greens 
were not regarded as satisfactory. They were quickly replaced by the Jubilee series in 1887. 
It was a sorry story of delays, conftiels of interest, changes of mind and then rushed 
decisions. At least, the £5 Orange came out of the process unscathed. 
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Forgeries -Telegraphs 

A S:poof Proof 

A lntoographed creation designed 
to simulate printer's waste. There 
are two browrnish-gold lma,ges, one 
inverted, lettered AH and a further 
image In blacl<. This is believed to 
date lo before· 1960. 

A photograph;c forgery 

In black on thin card. The 
design is 0.5mm narrower than 
the issued stamp. 

2012 Reproduction in Gold 

Perf 11, unwaterrnarked paper. 
Many similar items exist. They 
originate from Latvia. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

Forgeries come in two main types: 

Those Where the basic stamp is genuine, but has been treated in some way to 
'Improve' it with a view to increasing its apparent value. 
Those Where the entire stamp is forged. Some of these are well executed and 
many might assume them to be genuine. Others are more crude. They are less 
likely to deceive but provide a reasonable ·space-filie( for those unwilling or unable 
to afford a genuine example. 

Erased Specimens 

Apart from reperforating, regumming and repairing slamps. a 
favourite is converting Specimen stamps into used ones. Blued 
paper Specimens, especially without gum, are much cheaper 
than their fine used counterparts. There is a strong incentive to 
convert the one into lhe other. 

An example on blued paper, 
Threadneedle Sl registered 
oval cancel. II has a 1985 
RPSL certil\cale stating: ~on 
blued paper, is genuine: 

II actually has an erased 
SPECIMEN! overprint as 
seen in .,is glancing 
angle photograph. 

Other examples are more obvious. This time. less effort has been 
made to erase the Specimen overprint and the Oxford cancel applied 
does little to cover fl. More often, !he cancel is positioned so that ~s 
lettering masks the Specimen area. Barred numeral cancels are often 
hiding a Specimen. Some examples may be fraudulent use. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

Fo111eries with Invalid Comer Letters 

The 'AQ' Paris Forgery 

One of the best in terms of quality is the Paris forgery. so-called 
because II Is where Robson Lowe first found ~ in 1928. II is 
printed by leUerpress. Were it not for the impossible comer 
letters. it would be taken by many as genuine. 

This same forgery is also known in orange on paper with an impressed 'anchors' watermark and 
fake Sti~ing cds cancels dated s"' January 1889. It is non-fluorescent paper and perf 14 with 
rather small perforation holes. The inset shows the incredible accuracy of the detail in the head 
and background shading nnes. The AQ forgery in either fonn is rare. 

The 'DO' forgery 

On piece with a fake Lombard St, code A2, registered oval dated 3'" April 1~2. It is perf 14 
and affixed to brown paper to disguise "s lack of watermark. As seen in the inset, the head is 
quite coarse a.nd the horizontal shading lines around the Queen waver andllack the unifonnily of 
the genuine stamps. There are only ten shading lines over the head instead of twelve. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

Forgeries ~twted AA 

The AA forge~es are the most prolific and most originate from the same source. Proofs 
exist in black on glazed paper. They are believed to dale to the 1960s or before. Their 
quality is excellent, apart from a fundamental error- the plate numbe"' have serifs. 

··. '__ --~~~ll#'.x.Y-c::i":~· 

£5 ~-- ~ £5 
,_ -........... ...:·•••:• ··~ 

The senf error was corrected and ,_ proofs produced on 
rough paper with some toss of definitiOn n the prooess. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

Proofs of the corrected AA dies were also produced on the glazed paper. 

In correcting the serif errors, new faults were introduced causing 
dou bfing of the frame line under POSTAGE. There were two 
different dies. In the four images above, the top left example is 
different to the other three. These differences are described on 
lhe next page using the 'mint' stamps derived from the dies. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

Based on the revised image. high quality 'mint' forgeries were produced. Two types are shown. 

A mint forgery lettened AA. Printed by letterpress on non-floorescent 
unwatermart<ed gummed paper, perl14. The perforation alignment is 
accurate and appears as good as comb perf. 

While the printing detail is excellent.~ has errors. A margin at the right 
is impossible for a stamp lettered AA and ft has two extension perf 
holes at the top and none at the base. Each should be one extension 
hole. In addition, there is a break ln the thin frame left of the key 
pattern and doubling of the frame in places under POSTAGE. Most AA 
forgeries are derived from this die. 

A mint forgery from the same source but on laid paper. The lines in 
the laid paper are diagonal but are presumed tlle result of the 
impression being diagonal on normal laid paper. This is from a 
second die without the break left of the key pattem. There is still 
sotne doubling of the frame under POSTAGE. 
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Forgeries - Postage 

'Used' AA Forgeries 

With the same break and doubling as the 
first mint example on the previous page. 

Lettered AA Used in Malta on Pieee. 

The A25 duplex eaneel is forged. the stamp is 
forged. but at least the piece it is on is genuine! 

Edinburgh AA Forgery 

Faked a'" January 1896 eds, 
perf 14, without watermark. 

The Worcester AA Forgery 

Faked 12.45pm 8., December 1899 
eds. Perf 14 with impressed fake 
anchor watermarks - baekstamped 
'forgery'. 

The Worcester AA Forgery 

Perforations less carefully aligned 
and not baekstamped 'forgery'. 
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The King Edward VII £5 

The accession of King Edward VII meant that new stamps were needed for all values. These 
Initially included the £5 denomination. This would automatically overcome the problems 
associated with the deterioration of the exlsti09 plate and worl< on a new £5 value started and 
proceeded as far as the creation of a new die. 

Unlike hs Victorian counterpart. there were no comer letters. National Archives file IR 28/66 dated 
15th May 1901 explains that "the id6a that they ~rved a pra<;tical purpoSe had ceased to be 
entertained'. 

The two main types of die proof are shown. Six of each are recorded in private hands. 

11 MAR. ::l2 

King Edward Vll £5 Die Proof 

In black on thin card endorsed 
'Before Hardening 11 MAR 02' 

13 ;~AR .)2 

King Edward Vll £5 Die Proof 

In blACk 6ii tliin earn endorted 
'After Hardening 13 MAR 02' 

BEfORE 
HAR0£1>11!'" 

AFTER 
HAROENINu 
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The King Edward VII £5 

A Variant of the 13"' March Die Proof 

This has the ln"ials GKR in the tower left comer. While the 
Initials resemble GKB. they match the signature of George K. 
Robertson. accountant at the Stamping Department at Somerset 
House. Two examples are known. 

13 MAR 02 AFTER 
HAROENIN6 

In black on thin card endorsed 
'After Hardening 13 MAR 02' 

and with initials. 

The Demise of the £5 Orange 

Usage had declined, from over 22,000 in 1896 to just 2,785 
in 1900. The demand had beCOme insufficient to warrant 
the cost of a new plate. By 1903. white the main Inland 
Revenue stock had become depleted, the £5 Orange was 
still available In some post offices and from at least ome 
London office in the 1920s. Robson Lowe is rumoured to 
have purchased the last sheet. 

The Klng Edward VII ve/Slon was abandoned and brought 
the fascinating Five Pound Orange to a close. 

The Post Office then managed without a £5 postage stamp 
until1977 when the large Machin head £5 was issued. 
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